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KAN

The road to success Meet the team
I Kan, you Kan, we Kan!

As a team, Kan are here to help you with your project requirements, and guide you easily 
through the manufacturing process. We are very lucky to have supportive and 
knowledgeable staff who can help you along the way...

A typical day in the life of Kan wouldn’t be complete without the echoes of at least one 
of the below:

“Twenty years ago it was selling black plastic bin bags to councils. Now I run the tigstick  
side of the business. Fantastic that I can still keep sailing in Hong Kong!”
Ian Southworth, Head of Finance.

“Give me a call and I will put you on the top of the list. My team are here to help you 
win that deal - Nothing in the promotional world is impossible!”
Craig Richards, Sales Manager.

“Laminate, Cotton, Jute, Denim, Plastic, NWPP - Material, size and shape can all be tailored 
for your budget and timescale - talk us through your project and we will find you the 
perfect fit, and if we don’t have it in stock - we will make it!”
Cheryl Gilchrist, Production Manager.

If you are looking for a “Made in the UK” option, look out for our logo…

Finding something novel (yet still useful and appropriate) to drive sales and raise brand 
awareness can elevate promotional campaigns into something really memorable. The 
distributor’s role is to assist the client in finding the promotional giveaway that reflects 
their brand in a positive light. The most effective giveaways are those that can be used 
time and time again for many years - each time the promotional item is used, the brand
will then be remembered by the consumer.

Whether it’s creating a standing ovation with an eco friendly bag, or handing out tigstick 
USBs to clients and employees, or sheltering under an umbrella branded with a company
who cares about you, promotional merchandise must be brand relevant.

Step 1: Talk to your customer.
Step 2: Ask questions like “what is going in the bag?”
Step 3: Find out what your demographic / target audience is. Is it Mrs Briggs down the 
   road who needs a reusable (yet funky) cotton shopper for groceries? Or is it 
   Tommy in the playground who really wants a branded yo-yo?
Step 4: When do you need it by? We can often help with shorter lead time options if 
   products are needed in a hurry.
Step 5: Talk to your account manager. They have possibly worked with similar campaigns 
   and can advise on what has worked in the past.
Step 6: Don’t be afraid to try something quirky or bespoke. We can iron out the bumps in 
   the road for you while you wow the world with your brilliant ideas.

Success in the promotional world comes down to taking a different approach to the same 
problem, get to know your clients better than they know themselves and you will fly!
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All things arty Flexellent printing
The new range of flexellent plates gives you magazine quality print onto plastic bags.
How cool is that? However, the plates are not the only magical component of this process, 
without the wizardry of the plate technicians tinkering with the correct trapping and bleed, 
the print wouldn’t look as incredible or sharp. Noddy badges all round!

Older plate technology allows for 45dpi (that’s dots per inch to you and me). Flexellent 
plates have now increased this to 300dpi... this is why the quality is so fantastic. The 
other beauty of using flexellent plates for CMYK print is that there is no additional plate 
requirement for spot colours, which lowers the printing costs.

Eco friendly flexellent plates are available for the green warriors amongst us.

A few key pointers to bear in mind when submitting your artwork file to ensure a 
fabulous result...

Supplying your artwork.

Different methods of print affect the way in which artwork can be supplied. For the best 
overall results we have found that Illustrator EPS files or high resolution PDF files cover 
any product requirements. Remember to convert text to outlines before hitting save.

So... what is origination?

Origination is the process by which we convert your beautiful artwork into print ready 
files. Things such as bleed and trapping are often added at this phase dependent on print 
method or product.

Spot colours vs CMYK

Spot colours (or pantone colours) are a universally recognised system for colour matching. 
This means that no matter where you are in the world, be it the Bermuda Triangle or 
Timbuktu, Red 032 will always be the same. But be careful! Printing the same colour onto 
different materials may not give the same results - hence why those clever people gave us 
a coated and uncoated guide. For large areas of flat colours, spot colours are recommended.

CMYK is made up of four colours, cyan, magenta, yellow and black. Any combination of 
these colours gives you a rainbow of options. This is the best method for photographs.

Oooh la la!
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Bespoke sourcing Trophy case
From concept to product, just an idea of what we can do!If you can’t find it, don’t panic! Hand it over to us, and we will do the leg work. With the 

experienced team at Kan we are happy to look at bespoke projects and get very excited 
about getting involved.

Over the years we have audit checked a number of factories and facilities, and through our 
work with them we have insights into their individual skills and capabilities. Our team and 
factories have a unique relationship and as a result we are fortunate enough to be led by 
their considerable expertise in their own fields.

For the best results, it is always useful to find out about the target audience and 
application of the product you are looking for. We wouldn’t want you to be taking 
chocolate balls to the Sahara - unless packed in an Iceman of course! Nudge nudge!

How to keep
those pennies safe

Final product!

3-D concept
graphics

inside concept



LUXURY BAGS

When quality is the key element of the campaign, the hand finished 
luxury range of bags is the ideal way to show off your wares. With a 
100% print area available externally (and internally too on laminates) 
these bags really are the walking billboard advertising your message. 

As the quantities increase we would recommend moving from a high end 
facility to a retail facility as costs will reduce accordingly. The luxury 
range is entirely customisable. Handle length can be adjusted and 
positioned to your exact requirements. Add in a wide range of print 
finishes and you will surely impress even the most demanding of briefs.
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THE LAMINATE
Gloss or matt laminate with reinforced turnover top and base

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units
35% coverage quoted as standard
Coated spot colours and CMYK

195gsm white artboard
Stock and bespoke sizes available

Mirror, mirror on the wall, who’s the fairest of them all? Yes, you are looking
right at her! 

I am the fairest in the land! You can have me
as a gloss or matt laminate, with ribbons,
rope or die cut handles. You can even add
a little bling with foiling, UV spot varnishing
or embossing. Anything you desire... your
wish is my command!

Remember internal print
is an option - either
plain or patterned 

Ribbon or
rope handles

Beautiful
CMYK print

Cotton or polyprop rope

Add embossed details or
UV spot varnish for
a show stopping result!

Print in turnover
tops and base card.
Don’t forget the
gussets!
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THE SUPREME KRAFT
190gsm kraft bag with reinforced turnover top and base

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units
35% coverage quoted as standard
Coated spot colours and CMYK

190gsm white kraft paper
Stock and bespoke sizes available

100% recycled
paper available

Don’t be scared to
experiment with handles

8

Turnover top, base and
gussets can be printed

100% Coverage
in CMYK or
spot colours

LUXURY  BAGS

Cyclus kraft
available on request

Bold, beautiful and nature friendly – what more could you ask for 
from one bag? I can be printed in CMYK and spot colours and as 
I am made from heavy weight paper you can add hot foiling and 
embossing – I am also available in 100% recycled paper making me 

the only Kraft bag in this range that gives you the ability to flex 
your creative muscles without compromising your green ethics!

My turnover top and base are reinforced for extra strength - they 
are also great little places to sneak in a bit of extra branding! Like 
the laminated bags, I can have rope, ribbon or punched handles (for 
the super green option choose cotton cord handles) and you can 
make me look extra special with ribbon tied closures and printed 

gift tags! For a truly versatile and beautiful bag – pick me!



Kraft bags range from the humble sandwich bag that keeps the jam off 
your fingers and holds postcards from the seaside to the bold and 
beautiful Aspen bag (as seen on page 10.) 

Here budget often plays a role in dictating the bag size or style. Never 
fret, we have many options and solutions that should cover any 
requirements. Kraft bags can be printed in CMYK or spot colours. 
Overprinted bags allow for speedy turnarounds, while longer leadtimes 
and higher print runs allow for bespoke requests.

KRAFT  BAGS

KRAFT BAGS
9
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THE ASPEN
Twisted paper tape handle bag available with lithographic print

Remember, you can
print my base too!

Ahh, the gussets,
the perfect place

to add some
contact details

Well Mr Henry Ford, you were wrong!
There are more colours than black!

Twisted paper tape handles come in
white as standard, but also available

in red and black for large runs

Material
Sizes

Handles
MOQ
Print area
Print colours

Twisted paper tape or rigid cotton cord
1,000
100% coverage - base and gussets too
Uncoated spot colours and CMYK

130gsm white kraft
3 Sizes available

The Diva... that is what I should have been named! You can
print all over me (yes, that includes my gussets and base).
I am at my best when printed in CMYK and the quality is
matched to luxury laminated bags. But it doesn’t stop
there! Add UV spot varnish or foiling, that’s when I really
stand out of the crowd!

I am waiting for your call... make sure you are ready to
welcome a true star!

KRAFT  BAGS
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THE BALSA
Flat sandwich bag without gussets

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units from stock, 3,000 for bespoke runs
35% coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours and CMYK on bespoke sizes

34 - 38gsm in white, sulphite and brown kraft
Stock and bespoke sizes available

Lightweight &
economical

Recycled brown kraft on
request for all of you with
green hearts!

Foodsafe
paper
available100% coverage

available
on large runs

Stock sizes are available with overprinting for shorter leadtimes.

You may know me as simply lightweight and economical, but I am strong too!
I can carry more screws then you can in one hand, so next time you have a
look at me, don’t underestimate what I can do for you!

KRAFT  BAGS
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THE CASHEW
White or brown kraft with a side gusset only

Look at those
beautiful side
gussets!

Open w-i-d-e!

I am the Cashew bag. Some might say that I look like the Balsa,
but they are soo wrong... I am the HULK version!

When opened you will find that I have side gussets making me the
uber bag for things like snacks, sandwiches and sausage rolls.
Personally I like BLT’s if anyone asks (hold the butter)!

Sealed
base

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units from stock, 3,000 for bespoke runs
35% coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours and CMYK on bespoke sizes

34 - 38gsm in white, sulphite and brown kraft
Stock and bespoke sizes available

Stock sizes are available with overprinting for shorter leadtimes.

Recycled brown kraft on
request for all of you with
green hearts!

KRAFT  BAGS
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THE COCOA
White or brown kraft with side and bottom gusset, no handles

Fully biodegradable
PLA windows
designed to
compost in
90 days!

Oooh, CMYK printing!

Serrated top
to prevent
paper cuts!

Recycled brown kraft available!

As far as grab bags go, I am Mr Perfect! I can hold just
about anything - ideally pick me up and fill me with
pick ‘n’ mix sweets (but you’ll have to excuse me if
I munch on a couple while you aren’t looking!).

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units from stock, 3,000 for bespoke runs
35% coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours and CMYK on bespoke sizes

55 - 100gsm in white and brown kraft
Stock and bespoke sizes available

KRAFT  BAGS
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THE ELM
Internal paper tape handle bag with side and bottom gusset

Overprint in a single
colour to achieve short
lead times

Side and bottom gussets
give you room to fill

me with just 
about anything!

Reel to reel
printing for 
intricate designs

For larger runs, printing
on my side and base
gussets is possible

Internal tape
handles are hidden
from the outside

Recycled brown kraft available!

I am the takeaway bag above all others! With my internal handles, I leave
ample room for you to shout out about your company, now that is generous!

Choose between white or brown kraft, and on larger orders, mix and match my
handle colours too!

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units from stock, 3,000 for bespoke runs
35% coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours and CMYK on bespoke sizes

55 - 100gsm in white and brown kraft
Stock and bespoke sizes available

KRAFT  BAGS



THE FIR
External paper tape handle bag available in white and brown kraft

External tape handles
available in white and brown

Block bottom bag with
side gussets giving you
loads of packing space!

Spot colours are
fantastic, but remember
the inks are transparent
so an element of the
paper colour will show
through

You’ve got a friend in me, call on me any time day or night, be it for
a cheeky treat or an anniversary gift that you should have thought
of 3 days ago (tsk!). With my side and bottom gusset I can carry
just about anything (or hide anything from inquisitive eyes!).

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units from stock, 3,000 for bespoke runs
35% coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours and CMYK on bespoke sizes

70 - 80gsm in white and brown kraft
Stock and bespoke sizes available

Recycled brown kraft on
request for all of you with
green hearts!
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THE HOLLY
Twisted paper tape handle bag available in brown,
white and stock colours.

Options, options, options!
Order a large run and you
can have a choice of
handle colours!

Need a quick turnaround?
We offer overprinting on
stock sizes

On bespoke bags, you
can print on the base
of the bag

Large orders and some
more time? Look at what you can have!

Make me beautiful! I am the flower in the range, with my
delicate (yet strong) handles, I have an elegance about me
that makes me versatile enough for anything.

My speciality is as a gift bag. Every girl loves
to be spoilt (almost as much as I like holding
precious things), so go on, spoil her... and me!

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units from stock, 3,000 for bespoke runs
35% coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours and CMYK on bespoke sizes

90 - 110gsm in white, sulphite and brown kraft
Stock and bespoke sizes available

Recycled brown kraft on
request for all of you with
green hearts!

KRAFT  BAGS



The plastic bag has been around since the 1970’s as a promotional tool. 
Crinkly HDPE is mostly used by high volume retailers, while the 
smoother LDPE is favoured by the promotional market and provides an 
excellent surface on which to print.

LDPE and HDPE start life as plastic granules which are blown into film. 
There are many colours available, these colours are known as Schulman 
colours and are referred to by their own numbering system. 

Plastic bags are the perfect product on which to showcase our latest 
flexellent innovation, (see page 18.)
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PLASTIC  BAGS
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THE SUPERMAN
Plastic shopper with diecut handles available in a wide range of colours and sizes

Amazing CMYK printing
that should earn some
well deserved attention!

Patch or varigauge
handles dependent on
order quantity

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No!
It’s our wonderful bold Superman!
Although I’m as close to a standard
plastic bag as standard can be...
look how pretty I can be!

Say goodbye to the days where printing
on plastic was a nightmare and limited to
only one or two colours. When coupled
with our high definition flexellent plates,
I’m a showstopper! Turn to page 4 for
more information.

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1,000 units
35% coverage quoted as standard
Coated spot colours and CMYK on longer leadtimes

White LDPE or Schulman colours
Standard and bespoke sizes available

Biothene
plastic
available as
standard

PLASTIC  BAGS
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THE SPIDERMAN
Flexiloop handle carrier bag available in a range of colours and sizes

Flexible and comfortable, this is why people love me!

Welded handles
for extra
superhero
strength!

Bottom gussets
allows more room
to carry goodies!

Spiderman, Spiderman, does what ever a Spiderman can.
Can I carry a pair of shoes? Yes! And carry your shopping too!

Everyone loves me, with my flexible handles and bottom gusset,
you would be surprised to find out just how useful I can be!

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1,000 units
35% coverage quoted as standard
Coated spot colours and CMYK on longer leadtimes

White LDPE or Schulman colours
Standard and bespoke sizes available

Handles available in a choice of colours

PLASTIC  BAGS
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THE BATMAN
Bottom gusset plastic shopper with drawstring handles

Eyelets

Choice of rope colours
subject to stock
availability

Whether it’s a single or double drawstring bag you are looking for,
be it at work or at play, the Batman is always near! Black not
your colour? I am available with a choice of rope colours if you

have the time

To make the Batman symbol shine even brighter, ask the team
about our duffle options with reflective strips.

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1,000 units
35% coverage quoted as standard
Coated spot colours and CMYK on longer leadtimes

White LDPE or Schulman colours
Standard and bespoke sizes available

Double, single or
central drawstrings 100% print

coverage available

Schulman
coloured
LDPE

Bottom gusset
for added space

PLASTIC  BAGS
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THE ICEMAN
Clip close bag available with or without insulation

Clip close handles
to keep things

nice and chilly. Brrr...

Gorgeous
CMYK print!

Now I know it is tempting, but I am
not suitable for carrying snowballs

White insulated bags are made
from 100% recyclable LDPE.

Material
Sizes

Handles
MOQ
Print area
Print colours

Clip close
1,000
200 x 100mm standard print area
Coated spot colours and CMYK

White LDPE or metalised LDPE
3 - 21 litre, bespoke sizes available

Oh I do love to be beside the seaside, won’t
you come along with me? We could sit beside
the seaside, you could keep things chilly in me!

I come in a range of sizes, from 3 - 21 litre bags.
If you require bags in a hurry before summer runs
out, order a stock size and add a label. No worries!

PLASTIC  BAGS
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QUICKSILVER BAG
Vest carrier available in a range of colours

Everywhere you look... Quicksilver. Every shop you see... Quicksilver!
I carry your shopping, I am stored for the rainy day. You may even
take me with you when you visit the shop again, this is because
you can count on me!

No matter what the task, I am always eager to help. The best
qualities any superhero could have!

Speak to my representatives about colour options
and available print positions. Keep an eye out the
next time you are on a shopping trip... you will be
surprised to see how often you will find me!

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1,000 units
35% coverage quoted as standard
Coated spot colours and CMYK on longer leadtimes

White or Schulman colours
Standard and bespoke sizes available

Side gussets for
extra packing space

Welded double
thick handles
to carry the
heavy load

Block headed
run available

Schulman range
of colours

Large print
area available

PLASTIC  BAGS



FABRIC BAGS
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FABRIC BAGS

Starting with a humble flat cotton shopper this range is perceived as 
very eco-friendly.  They are often reused and favoured by both retail, 
charity and promotional clients for events and  exhibitions. However 
the same team that sew your flat shopper are capable and enjoy the 
challenges of creating conference folders and heavier weight bags in a 
range of natural materials.  

The stock items rotate as fashion and client demand require.  The use of 
hessian or jute is favoured by many clients as having a very earthy feel 
– bold designs work particularly well on coarser fabrics.
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Pepper, it goes with everything. And so do I. Running into the
shop or packing for a picnic, I am always happy to help!

I may be simple looking, but I am no wallflower. If you have time, just
look at what you can have! What about a printed lining or some pockets?

Printed with
7 spot
colours!

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for stock, 1,000 units for bespoke
290 x 290mm  on stock bags
Uncoated spot colours or transfer print

Best suited for light weight cotton (3.5 - 5oz)
Stock and bespoke sizes available

THE PEPPER
Flat shopper with long or short handles and available from
stock or custom made

Running short of time? For a fast turnaround, I am available
in a wide range of colours and materials (including NWPP).
Choose from my natural cotton Champion, Premium or
Supreme range if you have a budget in mind.

Stock available in natural, dyed or bleached cotton,
or a range of colours in NWPP (subject to stock availability).

For bespoke bags,
different colour handles
are available along with

internal lining
Long or short

handles

Printing onto black?
Add a flash layer to

help colours look
brighter

FABRIC BAGS
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THE NUTMEG
Classic shopping bag with side and bottom gussets for maximum carrying capacity

In the words of Chesney...
I am the one and only, nobody I’d rather be!
Yes, you heard right, you can’t get a better bag then me.
Here are the reasons why...
1. I have a side and bottom gusset.
2. I can have long or short handles.
3. I can be made out of anything.
4. I can be portrait or landscape, I don’t mind!
5. I’m perfect to re-use again and again. And again!

My most popular version is the cotton bag, but I am the
adventurous type so you will also find me made out of
Jute, NWPP, dyed or bleached cotton or denim.

Here’s a little secret... if you ask nicely I can even be made
out of silk, satin or velvet, and be used as a gift bag! Here
is a sneak peak.... shhh!

Comfort handle made
from cotton over cord

Jute version

NWPP version

Canvas version

Webbing handle

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for stock, 1,000 units for bespoke
35% ink coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours and transfer print

Best suited for cotton canvas (10 - 24oz)
Stock and bespoke sizes available

FABRIC BAGS
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THE CINNAMON
Single, double or central drawstring bag available from stock or custom made

You can make me with a double, single or a central drawstring cord
to suit your needs. Running short on time? Do not worry, I am
available from stock too.

With my simple and functional design I look great overprinted. You
can even add a transfer to me if you want to show off in a little
bit more detail.

As I know that I will be re-used a lot, I have added in some eyelets to
give you extra strength while in my double handle outfit.

Like all of us natural fabric bags, I too can be made out of a wide range
of materials. I am best suited to lighter weight fabrics, but can be dyed
or bleached if you prefer a blonde, a brunette or redhead.

Transfer print available
(natural cotton)

Eyelets
add strength

Double, single
or central
drawstring

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1,000 units
230 x 270mm on stock bags
Uncoated spot colours or transfer print

Best suited for lightweight cotton (4.5 - 5.5oz)
Stock and bespoke sizes available

FABRIC BAGS
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THE WALNUT
Bottom gusseted shopping bag ideal for groceries

When my Pepper friend just won’t do, and Mr Nutmeg is too bulky, never fear!
This is where I come in handy!

With my secret bottom gusset I can carry just about anything you give me. Pack me full
of groceries and I am in my element! Add a little branding or a pocket and a zip and I will
not fail to impress you. Go on, everyone likes a little grey amongst the black and white!

Short handles
made from the

same fabric
as I am

Mix me up with
different colour
handles if you dare

Tadaa! Told
you I had a
secret bottom
gusset!

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1,000 units
35% print coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours or transfer print

Best suited for cotton canvas (7 - 24oz)
Bespoke sizes available

Make me out of
cotton canvas (dyed,
bleached or natural).
Denim looks great too!

Contrasting
handle to match
your brandTry a

bespoke
lining?

FABRIC BAGS
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THE NIGELLA
Satchel bag available with adjustable straps or flaps

I am a satchel bag. Smart, sophisticated and functional.
If you haven’t seen me yet, take a walk on the high street
or when travelling to work... I am often trusted with carrying
your important documents or laptop. On weekends I can be
found slung over the shoulders of moms and dads who have
packed me full of snacks to keep hungry children at bay!

I come in cotton (natural, bleached or dyed) and denim. My thick
fabric will allow you to embroider or print colour rich designs.

Add a flap
and an adjustable
strap for the
executive look

Add a zip, or a flap to
keep unwanted fingers
from finding hidden
snacks inside

Webbing
handles

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1,000 units
35% ink coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours or transfer print

Best suited for cotton canvas (10 - 24oz)
Bespoke sizes available

Look at my
branding area!

FABRIC BAGS
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THE CHILLI
Duffle bag available in landscape or portrait with flaps, pockets and pouches

Drawstring
handles (single or
double available)

Try different coloured
handles for a bit of
variety

Double zip option.

Looking for a tog bag? Then you have come to the
right place. Put me on my side or stand me up on
my end, and why not add in a few zips and pockets?
Those are always handy!

I can be made with webbing handles or a convenient
drawstring cord. You can even add a flap to keep
out the drizzle. Anything and everything you would
like to make me your perfect match!

Don’t want me in natural cotton? How about
dyed or bleached? Don’t forget, you can even
make me out of Denim. Now that is cool.

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1,000 units
35% coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours

Best suited for cotton canvas (10 - 24oz)
Bespoke sizes available

FABRIC BAGS
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THE TAMARIND
Flat shopper with stuff bag

Now you see me.... now you don’t!
I am the kind of bag that doesn’t mind being scrunched up and thrown into your
handbag, in fact that is how I am best used! Ideal when you just pop to the shop
for some milk and end up with a little more then you intended! 

With my handy internal pouch you never have to worry about not being able to pack
me away. I even have a drawstring with a toggle so that you can attach me easily to
your bag and never loose me!

Make me out of a light weight fabric, any that you prefer. Brand my pouch and 
me so that I am personalised no matter how I am packed.

Practical clip
means there’s
no need to
rummage

Brand bag
and pouch

Packs away into
a handy pouch

Die cut handle
for strength

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units
35% ink coverage quoted as standard
Uncoated spot colours

Best suited for cotton (3.5 - 4.5oz)
Bespoke sizes available

Bespoke nylon option

FABRIC BAGS
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Still can’t find what you are looking for?
Then let us come up with something bespoke, just for you!

From star shaped bags to special little added extras, we can create something functional
yet amazing that will be remembered (and used) for years to come. Speak to us about
foiling, embossing, printed linings, reversible cotton bags - the world really is your oyster!

Having worked on some really special campaigns in the past (no, we can’t name drop but
we have worked with some pretty top clients, wink, wink), we are in a exclusive position
to know what will work, which material will suit your needs best, which features to add to
compliment your branding and how to do it all to fit your budget and timeframes perfectly! 

This star bag was one to remember!
The client wanted to retain the bag’s
functionality but didn’t want to
compromise their artistic flair –
and we think this bag balances
them both beautifully! 

The oil drum laminate is a showstopper!
The 100% external print is amazing and if
you didn’t know better you would never
believe that this was a bag!!! This bag
was a great example of the team effort
that goes into all of our products -
our graphic designer was able to work
closely with our in-house production
facility in Kent to ensure that the cut
and the handle cut outs were all done
to our exacting specifications to
achieve this one of a kind bag!

The spot UV on this bag is simply stunning!
Catch this bag at just the right light and

it glimmers and shimmers seductively
(yes, we are that passionate about our bags!)
What could have been just a simple, frankly
forgettable plastic bag has been transformed
by a little bit of Spot UV magic! We love
this bag, so simple yet it could not be

any more effective!
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Once upon a time we relied on a floppy disk to carry data from one 
computer to another. Nowadays tigstick USBs have taken the promotional 
world by storm. Ranging from 512mb right up to 8GB, even 16GB can be 
found in certain models.

The butterfly is the universally popular model, with many other designs 
fighting for their turn in the lime light. Here are some of todays most 
popular designs and even a few of the more unusual options to get your 
imagination working overtime. If you are looking for something 
particular, we are happy to chat to you about a bespoke design. The sky 
literally is the limit when working with silicone... well, the silicone cloud 
tigstick at least!

TIGSTICK USBs

TIGSTICK USBs



THE BUTTERFLY
Twisting tigstick USB with plastic body and metal swivel arm

Functional, sophisticated and by far the
most popular tigstick we offer. With a
wide range of stock colours, large print
area and capability to be printed in either
spot colours or cmyk (with or without
resin dome), there is no wonder I fly
off of the shelves!

In a hurry? I’m available in 2 - 3 weeks
from stock (subject to availability.)

space for
a keyring

Fancy a different
colour arm? Let us see

what we can do

Stock colour
bodies available,
or pantone matching
possible on large runs

Resin dome printing as
an option for CMYK print

Up to 4 spot
colour print

Metallic silver,
blue and red

bodies available
from stock

Material
Size

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for stock colours
23 x 11mm approx
Coated spot colours and CMYK

Metal arm, plastic body
54 x 19 x 9mm approx

33
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THE CAT
Brushed metal finish tigstick USB with choice of trim colour

Brushed metal finish

Range of trim colours
available

Print 1 - 4
spot colours

I purrr with perfection with my sleek and stunning design.
My metal detail makes me perfect for the executive and my
trim colour gives me an edge over some other metal tigsticks
as I can be coloured to suit your brand.

Material
Size

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for standard colours
25 x 13mm approx
Coated spot colours

Metal detail with plastic trim
68 x 20 x 8mm approx

TIGSTICK USBs
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THE FOX
Brightly coloured plastic tigstick USB

Brightly coloured and compact, I’m cunning and one of our popular
shapes due to my size and print area. Ask about the colour options
and pantone matching if you require.

Transparent
lids

Space for a
handy keyring

Many stock colours
to choose from

Up to 4 spot
colour print

Material
Size

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for stock colours
26 x 10mm approx
Coated spot colours

Plastic body
58 x 17 x 7mm approx

TIGSTICK USBs
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THE MANTA
Metal detail tigstick USB with coloured trim

Curvy and sleek, I’m a great looking tigstick that can be branded with 1 -4 spot colours
on both sides. Watch my LED flash as I work hard to keep your important 
documents safe and sound!

Material
Size

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for stock colours
30 x 12mm approx
Coated spot colours

Metal detail with plastic trim
65 x 25 x 9mm approx

Many translucent
stock colours

available to
choose from

LED
Pantone matched opaque trim

Up to 4 spot
colour print

TIGSTICK USBs
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THE RACCOON
Plastic tigstick USB with silver details

I’m rubberised or glossy, metallic or solid, the choice is yours.
Speak to the team about the many colour options available.
For something a little different, why not mix and match my
lid and body colours? I’m also capable of being pantone matched
if required, I’m really pretty versatile!

Material
Size

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for stock colours
26 x 10mm approx
Coated spot colours

Plastic body with silver detail
74 x 20 x 7mm approx

Large print area

Wide range of colours

Space for a keyring

Metallic finish

snug fitting lid

Silver details

TIGSTICK USBs
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THE STINGRAY
Metal detail tigstick USB with plastic trim

Range of 
standard trim
colours available

LED light to
show when I
am working

Add a
keyring

Secure lid

I am smart and compact, understated and professional.
The perfect companion for the travelling businessman.
I can be branded with up to 4 spot colours on both
front and back and have room for a keyring. What more 
would you need?!

Material
Size

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for standard colours
28 x 10mm approx
Coated spot colours

Metal detail with plastic trim
69 x 22 x 9mm approx

TIGSTICK USBs
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THE CHIMPANZEE 02
Credit card style USB with large print area

Flip me open and plug me in

I sit perfectly in your wallet,
I am great friends with your

business cards and I am a
perfect solution for large

intricate branding. What more
could you ask for from a tigstick?

Material
Size

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for standard colours
85 x 54mm approx
Coated spot colours and CMYK

Plastic credit card style USB
85 x 54 x 2mm approx

THE PEN 07
Fully functioning pen with removable USB or webkey

I am at my best
when printed in
CMYK or with 
detailed designs

The thinnest USB
you will find

Material
Size

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

100 units for standard colours
Pen clip: 35 x 5mm Pen: 40 x 10mm USB: 27 x 12mm
Coated spot colours

Plastic pen
115 x 17 x 13mm approx

They call me the Pen 07, in actual fact I should have been called the Pen 007! I am the master
of disguises and an all in one. I may look and work like an ordinary pen, but lo and behold, I have
a removeable USB. Mix it up and add a webkey if you feel daring.

Brand the pen clip,
pen and USB.

Many stock
colours available

Removable USB

TIGSTICK USBs
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THE CROCODILE

The Crocodile range of
tigstick USBs are comprised
of our best looking, most
sophisticated leather tigsticks.

Brand each tigstick with your corporate colours or emboss for
a very classy finish, On some models engraving is an option too.

MOQ
Material

Colours
Brand method

Brown and black as standard
Pad printing, embossing or engraving

100 units
Leather with metal details

Crocodile 07

Crocodile 05

Crocodile 09

Crocodile 08 Crocodile 03

No crocodiles were harmed in the making
of these tigsticks

Crocodile 06 Crocodile 04

Crocodile 01
Crocodile 02

TIGSTICK USBs
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THE PANDA
We are the most natural of the tigstick USB range, our designs are ergonomic
leaving large areas for printing and unique results that are nature friendly.

MOQ
Material

Colours
Brand method

Light or dark wood
Pad printing and engraving

100 units for standard designs
Wood and bamboo

Silk print or
engrave your
designs

Unique dual purpose
cord closure

Large surface for
engraving

Unique branch design

Light or dark wood

Magnetic closure
keeps your lid safe

Twisting
action

TIGSTICK USBs
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TIGSTICK USBs

BESPOKE RANGE

Although we have a very extensive
range of tigstick USBs to choose
from, sometimes you need something
more unique. This is where silicone
comesinto play! With its bright
colours and fine detail we can
achieve just about anything! MOQ

Material

Colours
Brand method

Wide range available
Pad printing and embossing

100 units for standard designs
Silicone  Hard Plastic

Bespoke concept
design

Silicone allows for
fine details and 
bright colours

Close pantone
matching possible

Rocking designs

3D concept drawings

Range of
silicone wristband tigsticks
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UNUSUAL TIGSTICK USBs

Looking for something a little different? Give
us a call! Here are a few samples of the more
unusual tigsticks that we have to offer.
If none of these quite do it for you, speak
to us about making a bespoke unit. Bright colours!

Building blocks
reminiscent of
your childhood

The Ball tigstick,
something different

to attract attention

Print up to 4 spot
colours or add a resin
dome for CMYK print

Twist
open

A show stopper Vroom Vroom!
Metal racing car

Twist
open

TIGSTICK USBs

The bottle opener USB,
ideal for wine lovers!



ACCESSORIES

With the wide range of tigstick USBs to
choose from, we offer a wide range of
accessories to suit. Speak to the team
about which keyrings and boxes best suit
the style you have chosen.

Stock coloured
lanyards

Magnetic close box
with branding area

Foam insert to
hold your tigstick
securely

Card box

Splitring

Splitring
keychain

Dogclip

Magnetic plastic box

Mobile loop

metal box with window

Frosted magnetic
clip close box

mini
splitring

Card box
with foam 
insert
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Lanyards were originally carried at sea allowing the wearer to hold a 
knife or whistle around their neck. Nowadays lanyards hold passes for 
access to buildings or exhibitions ... they are also incredibly useful to 
keep your tigstick to hand.  

From the simple 10mm tubular lanyard to more up-market satin over 
flat polyester versions, remember to order the safety break either at the 
back of the neck or at the side, especially if your client is health and 
safety conscious.

LANYARDS

LANYARDS
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LANYARDS

Who would have thought that
I could come in so many
different versions?! From flat
polyester, to woven or tubular,
you can even add a satin ribbon
for a high end finish. Choose
from a wide range of fittings
for the perfect product.

MOQ
Material

Colours
Brand method

Wide range available
Silk printing, transfer or woven designs

100 units for standard designs
Flat polyester, tubular, satin over polyester

Tubular lanyard

Satin ribbon over
flat polyester lanyard

Dyesub printing

Flat polyester
Dog clip

Wide range of colours
and widths available

LANYARDS
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ACCESSORIES
Every lanyard can be customised to suit your individual needs. Add a safety break and
short release, or choose from the range of dog clips and mobile loops. You can even add
a retractable reel or business card holder.

Speak to the team about your requirements and we will help design
your perfect lanyard.

Crocodile clip

Mobile
loop

Retractable
clip

Lobster
clip Dog clipStandard

swivel clip

Soft or
rigid card
holders in
a range of
coloursDog clip

Short release buckle
Safety break

LANYARDS
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Now we all know, you can never have too many paper products. Jot notes 
have always been a must on every desk and in every house. You can find 
them on the fridge, by the telephone or on your computer screen. Imagine 
your brand being in all of those places, now that’s coverage.

With our vast facilities, we can offer Jot notes in any shape or size. Add 
in page markers and doodle pads or even a place to hold a pen. With the 
addition of a magnetic backboard we become even more enticing. We are 
open for any design requirements, so give us a call.



THE JOT NOTE
Pads of paper with a sticky strip

Print to every sheet

Add a hard or
soft cover

Need to jot down a quick note? I am always there. Reliable, handy and very 
sticky! Attach me to anything... lunch boxes, pets, colleagues, children, 
computer screens... anything you can think of!

Add a hard or soft cover, or a pen so that you never have to look for
one. Why not add personalised print to every page? The possibilities are endless!

Some ideas:

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1000 units
35% coverage quoted as standard
Coated spot colours and CMYK

80gsm white paper
Stock and bespoke sizes available
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Although we have a very extensive
range of tigsticks to choose from,
sometimes you need something more
unique, this is where silicon comes
into play! With its bright colours
and fine detail we can achieve
just about anything!

MOQ
Material

Colours
Brand method

Wide range available
Silk printing, transfer or woven designs

100 units for standard designs
Flat polyester, tubular, silk over polyester

Tubular lanyard Silicon allows for
fine details and 
bright colours

Dyesub printing

Flat polyester
Dog clip

Wide range of colours
and widths available

Range of
silicon wristband tigsticks

THE MULTI JOT NOTE
Pads of paper jot notes with page marker tabs

Print to every sheet

Add pagemarkers!

Add a hard or
soft cover

Just like my jot note brother, I’m uber sticky and very useful. Not only do I
have the good old jot notes that you can stick to just about anything, I also
offer page markers to highlight important pages to keep you organised.

Add a hard or soft cover, or a pen so that you never have to look for
one. Why not add personalised print to every page? The possibilities are endless!

Some ideas:

Material
Sizes

MOQ
Print area
Print colours

1000 units
35% coverage quoted as standard
Coated spot colours and CMYK

80gsm white paper with pagemarkers
Stock and bespoke sizes available

SELECTIVE STATIONERY
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CONFECTIONERY

We have chewed and sucked a number of products (all in the name of 
research you understand!) to bring you a short but very sticky range of 
brandable confectionery. Yummy!

From personalised rock sweets to jelly beans, chewy bears to chocolates 
in luxury boxes (and our own personal favourite the sticky lolly!), give 
us a call to discuss your sweet toothed needs.



CONFECTIONERY
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Yum, yum, yum in my tum! Whether it’s
boiled sweets, mints or chewy caramel,
I am sure there is something I can tempt
you with. Please call one of the team
to discuss the full range available.

CONFECTIONERY

Flat lollies Flowrap in
10 or 15g
packs

Range of lid
colours available

Single or
double twist
sweets

Ball lollies

Choice of screwtop
or sports lid
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CATALOGUE

CATALOGUE

With as much industry experience as we have at Kan, it would have been 
foolish of us to not have made friends with some superb stockists of 
promotional merchandise along the way!

Not only do we have access to a huge range of products in the Far East that 
we can call upon, we have friends with warehouse in the UK and Europe 
for when time is off the essence
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CATALOGUE

CATALOGUE
Every lanyard can be customised to suit exactly what you are looking for.
Add safety breaks or short releases, choose from the range of dog clips or
mobile loops. Add retractable reels or business card holders.

Speak to the team about your requirements and we will help design
your perfect lanyard.

Folding magic cube

Trolley
coins

Bottle openers

standard
swivel clip

that should keep
the kids busy!

Keyrings
Ski reel

Range of pens
and pencils

Soft enamel or
diecast badges

Nailfiles
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CATALOGUE

3 in 1 jacket
A frame nameplate
Advent calendars
Adult games
Air freshener
Allen key
Aluminium badge
Apron
Aquapac
Atlases
Attache cases
Awards
Backpack
Badge
Badge clips
Badges - lapel/pin
Bag hooks
Bags
Bags for life
Balloons
Ballott box
Banner
Barbeque accessories
Barometers
Baseball
Baseball caps
Bat and ball sets
Bath gels
Bath products
Battery torch
Bavarian hats
Beach balls
Beach towels
Beakers
Beer glasses
Beer mats
Bell
Belts & buckles
Bike seat covers

Ceramic coaster
Ceramic piggy banks
Cereal bowls
Chalk board
Chamois leather
Champagne
Charity containers
Chef’s hat
Chef’s scarf
Chess Sets
China mugs
Chocolate and confectionery
Chopsticks
Christmas baubles
Christmas cards
Christmas decorations
Cigar cutters
Clip boards
Clocks
Clothing
Coasters 
Coffee cup sleeves
Coin holders
Collection boxes – charity
Commissioned figurines
Commuter computer bag
Compasses
Computer pouch
Computer games
Computer mice
Confectionery
Conference bags
Conference folder
Construction kits
Cooler bags
Copse bags
Cosmetic bag
Counter bags
Counter mats

Crayons
Credit card wallets
Crockery
Cruet sets
Crystal award
Cufflinks
Cup cakes
Cushions
Cutlery
Cycle tops
Darts & dart boards
Desk calendars
Deskpads
Desk phallus plinth
Desk sets
Desk signs
Diaries
Dice
Dictating machines
Digital camera
Digital photo frame
Discount cards
DIY products
Dive mask
Document case
Document wallet
Drawstring bags
Drinks bottles
Drip mat
Dry wipe board
Duffel bags
DVD cases
Ear plugs
Egg bunting
Egg cup
Electronic lighter
Embroidered items
Engraving services
Envelopes

Eraser
Eye masks
Fabric bags
Fans
Feather flag
Figurines
Filofax 
First aid kit
Fishing accessories
Fitness accessories
Flag
Flag pole
Flasks
Fleeces
Flip flops
Flyers
Flowers
Foam ball
Foam stress relievers
Folders
Folding mirrors
Food & drink
Food scoops
Football shirts
Footballs
Frames
Fridge magnet
Frisbee
Furniture
Games
Garden kneeling pads
Garden parasols
Garden tool bags
Garment bags
Gas canister
Gift boxes
Glassware
Globe
Gloves

Golf balls
Golf tees
Golf towel
Golf umbrella
Grass skirts
Guitar plectrum
Gum ball machine
Gyroscope
Hair brushes
Hampers
Hand clapper
Hand fans
Hand made bags
Hand sanitiser
Hand towels
Hand warmer
Handbag hook
Handkerchiefs
Hard cover for kindle
Hard top mouse mat
Hardwood deckchair
Hats
Head rest cover
Headbands
Heat packs
High chair
High-vis apparel
Highlighter
Hip flasks
Hole punch
Holograms
Hoodie tops
Horticultural products
Housewares
Howler
Ice buckets
Ice scraper
ID wallets
IDAPT charging station

Bikinis
Binocularsv
Bins
Binders
Binoculars
Biscuits
Blankets
Board Games
Bookmark
Bootliners
Bottle opener
Bottle stands
Bottle stoppers
Bottled water
Bottles
Bowls
Boxer shorts
Boxes
Briefcase
Brushes
Bunny ears
Bunting
Business card holder
Calculator
Calendars
Cameras
Camping accessories
Cap
Car air freshener
Car charger
Car flags
Car parking permits
Car sticker
Card holder badges
Card holders
Cards/tickets
Carrier bags
Catnip mouse toy for cats
Catering products
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CATALOGUE

Incentives
Inflatables
Ipad covers
Iphone case
Jackets
Jelly beans
Jewellery
Jewellery boxes
Jigsaw puzzles
Job bags
Juggling balls
Jumpers
Jute bags
Key fob
Key ring
Kitchenware
Kites
Kraft bags
Labels
Laminate bags
Lamps & lighting
Lanyard magnets
Lanyard wallet
Lanyards
Laptop backpack
Laptop stickers
Laser USB’s
Leather goods
Leather keyrings
LED acrylic key fob
LED torch
Lens cloth/cleaner
LG & android charm
Lighter
Lip balm
Logo bug
Lolly pops
Lorry memo holder
Luggage

Luggage strap
Luggage tag
Lunchboxes
Magazine racks
Magic cube
Magic gloves
Magnets
Magnifiers 
Maps & guides
Measuring scoop
Memo clips
Messenger bag
Microfibre cloths
Mini USB charger
Mint card
Mobile phone holder
Model kits
Money boxes
Mouse mat
MP4 player
Mugs
Multi tool
Nail file
Name badge
Name plate
Napkins
Nodding dogs
Notebooks
Notice board
Novelty foam hats
Novelty grass skirts
Nurses watches
Opera glasses
Ovenware
Oyster card wallet
Oyster cards
Packing tape
Padlock
Paper bags

Paper clips
Paper coffee cups
Paper plates
Pedometer
Pencil case
Pencils
Pens
Photo frame
Piano speaker
Picnic blanket
Piggy bank
Pin badge
Place card holders
Plastic bags
Playing cards
Plug safety cover
Pocket diaries
Pocket knife
Point of sale material
Polo shirts
Polythene bags
Ponchos
Postcards
Power bank
Promotional sash
Protein shakers
Purses
Puzzles
Quilts
Radios
Raffle tickets
Rain poncho
Ratchet belt
Reflective wrist bands
Refuse sacks
Ring binders
Rope
Rubik’s cube
Rucksack cover

Rugby bibs
Rugby shirts
Ruler
Sandwich bags
Sashes
Scarves
Screwdriver
Seed sticks
Self inking stamps
Serin bags
Shampoo
Shelf sign 
Shirts
Shoe bags
Shop fittings
Shot glasses
Silk ties
Ski jackets
Ski pass holder
Ski pass reels
Skipping ropes
Sleeping bags
Snap frames
Snow globe
Soap
Socks
Solar calculator
Solar charger
Space hoppers
Speakers
Spoons
Sports bags
Sports bottles
Stamps
Staplers
Steak flags
Stickers
Sticky notes
Stress balls

Stress hard hat
Studio easel
Suggestion box
Suit bags
Suit covers
Sun shades
Sunglasses
Sunscreen
Sun visor
Sweatbands
Sweatshirts
Sweets
T-shirts
Tabard
Tablecloths
Tablet sticky cleaners
Tankards
Tape measure
Tea bags
Tea towels
Teddy bear
Teaspoons
Temporary tattoos
Tennis balls
Therapy health ball
Thermal mug
Thermal travel mugs
Tie clips
Tigstick USB
Tins
Tissue paper
Toothbrush
Toothpicks
Torch
Tourniquets
Toys
Transfers
Travel adaptor
Trolley bag

Trolley coin
Tyre gauge
Ukulele
Umbrella
Uniforms
USB’s
USB car charger
Vacuum flasks
Vanity case
Velcro armbands
Vests
Vinyl stickers
Waistcoats
Wallet
Watch
Water bottle
Water pistol
Wax backed coaster
Wet wipes
Whistles
Wind breakers
Window stickers
Wine bag
Wine box
Wing clips
Wipes
Wireless mouse
Wooden box
Wooden cross
Wrapping paper
Wristbands
X-ray strip
Yo-yo
Yoga mats
Zip up bags
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